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Dear all,
We thought the session with Simon Stevens was very helpful earlier – hope you all agree. I just wanted to follow-up
by capturing the key questions and actions arising, so we can address in advance of us getting another session
(hopefully) late next week.
We picked up five main questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the clinical case for seven day services, especially re mortality?
What is needed from pay negotiations to improve affordability?
What are the elements needed to deliver reductions in mortality?
Where have people done more or less to deliver 7DS, and what is the relationship with cost/benefits?
What is the impact of out-of-hospital services on A&E/NEL, and how significant is their impact?

Resulting actions (discussed briefly with Paul following the meeting):







Bruce agreed to have mortality analysis from 2008 updated (Q1)
Deloitte to break out some pay scenarios (Q2)
Deloitte to run mortality bundle to show services needed to address mortality variation (Q3)
NHSE/Deloitte to get NHSIQ detail on current implementation of 7DS and anything on cost –
could you help by reaching out to
to get data from their self-assessment tool? (Q4)
Deloitte to reach out to contacts delivering 7DS to gather any anecdotal data (Q4/Q5)
Deloitte to show strength of evidence base for different benefits, including A&E/NEL (Q5)

–
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